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Abstrat
On Commutativity and Lie nilpoteny in Matrix Algebras
M.G. Sehoana
Department of Mathematial Sienes,
Stellenbosh University,
Private Bag X1, Matieland 7602, South Afria.
Thesis: MS (Mathematis)
September 2015
In this thesis we rst disuss the proof by Mirzakhani [9℄ of Shur's Theorem whih gives
the maximum number of linearly independent matries in a ommutative algebra of n×n
matries over a eld F . An example illustrating the appliation of Shur's Theorem is
given.
Seondly, we disuss the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem whih asserts that any n×n matrix A
satises its harateristi polynomial. A dedution of a Cayley-Hamilton trae identity for
a 2× 2 matrix A over a ommutative ring from the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem is shown.
We then disuss the Cayley-Hamilton trae identity for any matrix A ∈M2(R) when
(i) R is ommutative,
(ii) R is not neessarily ommutative,
(iii) R is not neessarily ommutative and tr(A) = 0,
(iv) R is not neessarily ommutative and satises the identity [[x, y], [x, z]] = 0.
Lastly, we disuss the matrix algebras U∗n(R), in partiular the matrix algebras U
∗
3 (R) and
U∗4 (R), in relation to polynomial identities [[. . . [[x1, x2], x3], . . .], xn] = 0, [x, y][w, z] = 0
and [[x, y], [w, z]] = 0.
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Uittreksel
Oor Kommutatiwiteit en Lie nilpotensie in Matriksalgebras




Privaatsak X1, Matieland 7602, Suid Afrika.
Tesis: MS (Wiskunde)
September 2015
In hierdie tesis beskryf ons eerstens die bewys deur Mirzakhani [9℄ van Shur se Stelling
wat die maksimum aantal lineêr onafhanklike matrikse in 'n kommutatiewe algebra van
n × n matrikse oor 'n liggaam F gee. 'n Voorbeeld word gegee wat die toepassing van
Shur se Stelling illustreer.
Tweedens bespreek ons die Cayley-Hamilton Stelling wat beweer dat elke n×n matriks A
sy karakteristieke polinoom bevredig. 'n Aeiding van 'n Cayley-Hamilton spoor identiteit
vir 'n 2 × 2 matriks A oor 'n kommutatiewe ring vanuit die Cayley-Hamilton Stelling
word gegee. Ons bespreek dan die Cayley-Hamilton spoor identiteit vir enige matriks
A ∈M2(R) wanneer
(i) R kommutatief is,
(ii) R nie noodwendig kommutatief is nie,
(iii) R nie noodwendig kommutatief is nie en sp(A) = 0,
(iv) R nie noodwendig kommutatief is nie en die identiteit [[x, y], [x, z]] = 0 bevredig.
Laastens bespreek ons die matriksalgebras U∗n(R), in besonder die matriksalgebras U
∗
3 (R)
en U∗4 (R), met betrekking tot die polinoom identiteite [[. . . [[x1, x2], x3], . . .], xn] = 0,
[x, y][w, z] = 0 en [[x, y], [w, z]] = 0.
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Chapter 1
Introdution
This hapter is mainly a brief bakground and overview of the subsequent Chapters 2 to
5. Also in this hapter we disuss some of the onepts whih we have used a number of
times in this thesis. Where possible, we have supplied examples to substantiate laims
made. Chapter 5 an be viewed as a ontinuation of Chapter 3. Though in Chapter 3 we
deal with matries over the eld R of real numbers and in Chapter 5 we deal with matries
over an arbitrary ring R. Coinidentally, Chapters 2 and 4 deal with upper triangular
matries. In Chapter 2 we enounter upper triangular matries whih mutually ommute
whereas in Chapter 4 ommutativity of the said matries is not neessary.
A binary operation ∗ on a set A is said to be ommutative if and only if x ∗ y = y ∗ x for
all x, y ∈ A. We reall that a ring R is an algebrai struture with two binary operations
alled addition and multipliation. One of the axioms of a ring R states that addition is
ommutative. However, in a ring R multipliation is not neessarily ommutative. Thus,
if multipliation is ommutative suh a ring is alled a ommutative ring. A nonempty
subset B of a ring R is said to be a subring of R if B is itself a ring with respet to the
operations of addition and multipliation in R. For a nonempty subset B of a ring R to
be a subring it is suient that ab ∈ B and a − b ∈ B for all a, b ∈ B. The olletion
Mn(R), where R is a ring, of all n× n matries having elements of R as entries is a ring.






| a, b ∈ R
}
is ommutative and B is a subring of M2(R). For every ring R the trivial subring B={0}
is ommutative. Thus every ring has at least one subring whih is ommutative.
In Chapter 2 we shall enounter a maximal ommutative subalgebra of Mn(F ) whih we
use to illustrate an appliation of Shur's Theorem. (A subring B of a ring R is said to
be a maximal subring with respet to property Y if B 6= R and there exists no subring C
in R with the property Y suh that B ⊂ C ⊂ R.) In fat, aording to Shur's Theorem
the number of linearly independent matries in the subalgebra B above is ⌊22/4⌋+1 = 2.
Moreover, we see that the number of elements in a basis for B is 2. A basis of a vetor
spae V is a subset W ⊆ V whih is linearly independent and spans V . A basis of a
1
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CHAPTER 1. Introdution 2
vetor spae is a maximal linearly independent subset of that vetor spae.
The expression ⌊x⌋ represents the greatest integer less than or equal to x. If x is an
integer, we have ⌊x⌋ = x and ⌊x+ b⌋ = x for 0 < b < 1.
The harateristi polynomial of an n×n matrix A over a ommutative ring R is dened
to be
p(λ) = det(A− λI) = knλ
n + kn−1λ
n−1 + . . .+ k1λ+ k0,
ki ∈ R. By the trae of a square matrix A, denoted tr(A), is meant the sum of the entries
on the main diagonal of A, from the upper left to the lower right. The following properties
of traes of any matries A,B ∈Mn(R) are used in this thesis:
(i) tr(A±B) = tr(A)± tr(B),
(ii) tr(cA) = c tr(A), where c is a onstant.
The nontrivial oeients of the harateristi polynomial of a matrix A an be expressed
expliitly in terms of traes of powers of A, (see [15℄, [13℄). In [13℄, it is shown that if
n = 4, then


















T 41 − 6T
2






















tr4(A)− 6 tr2(A) tr(A2) + 8 tr(A) tr(A3) + 3 tr2(A2)− 6 tr(A4)
)
,
where Tm = tr(A
m). In this thesis we deal with the ase when n = 2, that is,






and obviously replaing λ by A and introduing the identity matrix I ∈M2(R) yields







The equation just given leads to the Cayley-Hamilton trae identity for a 2 × 2 matrix
whih we disuss in Chapter 5 under various hypotheses with 1
2
∈ R.
Denition 1. Let R be a ring (not neessarily ommutative) and a, b ∈ R. An element
of the form [a, b] = ab − ba is alled a ommutator, more preisely, the ommutator of a
and b.
Denition 2. A ring R is alled Lie nilpotent of index n (n ≥ 2) if R satises the identity
[[[. . . [[x1, x2], x3], . . .], xn], xn+1] = 0
but not the identity
[[. . . [[x1, x2], x3], . . .], xn] = 0.
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CHAPTER 1. Introdution 3
Denition 3. A ring R is alled Lie nilpotent if it is Lie nilpotent of index n for some
n ≥ 2. (We note that a ommutative ring may be alled a "Lie nilpotent ring of index 1".)
The onepts of ommutativity and Lie nilpoteny are "somehow" related in the sense that
one implies the other. Commutativity always implies Lie nilpoteny and Lie nilpoteny
implies ommutativity only if the onerned ring is of Lie nilpotent index 1. Thus, we
an say ommutativity is a stronger ondition than Lie nilpoteny. For example, in a
ommutative ring the identity [x1, x2] = 0 holds whih in turn implies [[x1, x2], x3] = 0,
whih in turn implies [[[x1, x2], x3], x4] = 0 and so on. We shall see in Proposition 33 that




We further notie that in the algebras U∗n(R) we disuss in this thesis, R is required to be
ommutative in order to attain Lie nilpoteny. This fat is observed in Theorem 44. It
is shown in Example 45 that Lie nilpoteny may not neessarily be attained in U∗n(R) if
R is nonommutative. (In ontrast, a subring V ∗∗n (R) ⊂ U
∗
n(R), with a nonommutative
ring R, dened in Chapter 4 is Lie nilpotent of index 2, for all n. The subring V ∗∗n (R) is
atually a version of the subring Fn given in Chapter 2 but with a nonommutative ring
R.)
We see again the fundamental role of ommutativity in Corollary 37 where an algebra
U∗3 (U
∗
3 (R)), with nonommutative ring U
∗
3 (R) and ommutative R, satises the identity
[[x, y], [w, z]] = 0 and does not satisfy either of the stronger identities [[x, y], z] = 0 and
[x, y][w, z] = 0. On the other hand, the algebra U∗4 (U
∗
3 (R)) with ommutative R does not
satisfy [[x, y], [w, z]] = 0 but [[[x, y], [w, z]], [[u, v], [r, s]]] = 0.
For a ommutative ring R, any produt [x1, y1][x2, y2] in U
∗
n(R), n ≤ 4, is equal to zero and
the disussion just after Remark 48 shows that for n ≥ 7 a produt [x1, y1][x2, y2][x3, y3]
may not neessarily be equal to zero. This leads to Theorems 52 (ii) and 53 whih give a
smallest value of k for whih any produt of the form
[x1, y1][x2, y2] · · · [xk, yk] (1.1)
in U∗n(R), R ommutative, is equal to zero. This value of k depends on n. When R is not
ommutative, (1.1) may not neessarily be equal to zero for suh values of k as shown in
Remark 56 (i.e, there are matries in U∗n(R) for whih [x1, y1][x2, y2] · · · [xk, yk] 6= 0).
Denition 4. LetR be an arbitrary ring. The matrix unitEi,j inMn(R) with 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n,




Ei,l if j = k,
0 if j 6= k.
Alternatively Ei,jEk,l = δj,kEi,l, where
δj,k =
{
1 if j = k,
0 if j 6= k.
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CHAPTER 1. Introdution 4
The funtion δj,k is alled the Kroneker delta. We observe that for a, b ∈ R,
(aEi,j)(bEk,l) = (ab)Ei,jEk,l =
{
(ab)Ei,l if j = k,
0 if j 6= k.
(1.2)
It should be noted that in all the examples that show that ertain statements do not
neessarily hold when R is nonommutative, we used spei matries in the ring U∗n(R)
beause there may be matries in U∗n(R) for whih the statements hold. For example, if
R is nonommutative, a produt of the form (1.1) an be zero as in
[E1,2, E1,3][A2, B2] · · · [Ak, Bk] = 0,
for all k and E1,2, E1,3, Ak, Bk in U
∗
n(R). We have [E1,2, E1,3] = 0, aording to Denition
1 and the observation that follows after Denition 4.
Lastly, at the end of Chapter 5 we disuss the proof of the fat that in a ring ontaining
1
2
the identity [[x, y], [x, z]] = 0 implies the stronger identity [[x, y], [w, z]] = 0.
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Chapter 2
Mirzakhani's Simple Proof of Shur's
Theorem
For a eld F , the ring Mn(F ) of n×n matries with n > 1 and elements in F is nonom-
mutative. But there are subalgebras S ⊂Mn(F ) whih are ommutative. Theorem 10 in
this hapter known as the Theorem of Shur deals with subalgebras ofMn(F ) of mutually
ommutative matries. It gives the maximum number of linearly independent matries
in a maximal ommutative subalgebra. Mirzakhani [9℄ provided a simpler proof, using
indution, of this theorem whih we disset in this hapter. Mirzakhani [9℄ also provided
an example of a ommutative subalgebra satisfying the hypothesis of Theorem 10.
Denition 5. A set X = {x1, x2, . . . , xn} is said to be a spanning set of a vetor spae
W over a eld F if every w ∈ W is a linear ombination of the xi ∈ X , i.e.,
w = a1x1 + a2x2 + · · ·+ anxn
where ai ∈ F .
Denition 6. A set V = {v1, v2, . . . , vr} of non-zero vetors in a vetor spae over eld
F is said to be linearly independent whenever
a1v1 + a2v2 + · · ·+ arvr = 0
implies that ai = 0 for all i, where ai ∈ F.
Denition 7. Let A = [A1|A2| . . . |An] be an m × n matrix over a eld F , with the
Ai's as olumns of A. The rank of A is dened to be the maximum number of linearly
independent vetors in the set {A1, A2, . . . , An}.
Denition 8. Let A be an m × n matrix over a eld F . The null spae of A is the set
of all x in F n suh that Ax = 0. The dimension of the null spae of A is alled the nullity
of A.
Remark 9. The nullity of a matrix A is the dimension of the solution spae of Ax = 0,
whih is the same as the number of parameters in the general solution of Ax = 0 and
whih is the same as the number of free variables.
5
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CHAPTER 2. Mirzakhani's Simple Proof of Shur's Theorem 6
Theorem 10. Let A be an m× n matrix. Then
rankA+ nullityA = n.
A submatrix of any given matrix A is a matrix whih is obtained from A by removing any
number of rows and/or olumns. A matrix is said to be partitioned whenever it is divided





a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,n













am,1 am,2 · · · am,n

 ,
then a partitioning of A into submatriesB,C,D and E of order 3×2, 3×(n−2), (m−3)×2
and (m− 3)× (n− 2) respetively is


a1,1 a1,2 a1,3 · · · a1,n
a2,1 a2,2 a2,3 · · · a2,n
a3,1 a3,2 a3,3 · · · a3,n
























where B,C,D and E an be thought of as elements of A. We note that the partitioning
of a matrix into submatries is not unique.
Denition 12. A eld F is said to be algebraially losed if every polynomial equation
a0 + a1x+ a2x
2 + · · ·+ anx
n = 0
with oeients in F has a solution in F .
The eld R of real numbers is not algebraially losed as the equation x2+1 = 0 does not
have a solution in R. But the eld C of omplex numbers is algebraially losed, (see[6℄).
We state, without proof, the following theorem (whih an be found in [4℄) beause of its
signiane in the proof of Theorem 14.
Theorem 13. Let Fn be a family of ommuting matries of order n over an algebraially
losed eld F . Then there exists a nonsingular matrix P of order n with entries in F
suh that P−1FnP is a family of upper triangular matries.
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Theorem 14. The maximum number of mutually ommuting linearly independent ma-
tries of order n over a eld F is ⌊n2/4⌋+ 1.
Proof. The proof is by mathematial indution.
(i) For n = 1 the statement is obviously true.
(ii) Assume the theorem is true for n − 1, i.e., a set onsisting of mutually ommuting
matries of order (n − 1) × (n − 1) has at most ⌊(n − 1)2/4⌋ + 1 linearly independent
matries.
(iii) Let Fn be a family of ommuting matries of order n over a eld F . Suppose Fn has
more than ⌊n2/4⌋+ 1 linearly independent matries. Assume, without loss of generality,
that F is algebraially losed, then by Theorem 9 there exists a nonsingular matrix P
with entries in F suh that P−1FnP is a family of upper triangular matries. Also for any
T, U ∈ Fn,
(P−1UP )(P−1TP ) = P−1U(PP−1)TP = P−1(UT )P
and
(P−1TP )(P−1UP ) = P−1T (PP−1)UP = P−1(TU)P.
But UT = TU and thus (P−1UP )(P−1TP ) = (P−1TP )(P−1UP ) showing that the ma-
tries in P−1FnP are mutually ommuting. Let V be the vetor spae spanned by the set





and dimV ≥ ⌊n2/4⌋ + 2. Sine a subset of a linearly independent set is also linearly
independent there exists a linearly independent subset {A1, A2, . . . , Aq} of a basis of V ,
q = ⌊n2/4⌋ + 2. Sine eah of the Ai's is an upper triangular matrix, the partitioning of
eah Ai into submatries Mi, Hi and a zero matrix of order (n− 1)× (n− 1), 1× n and














Now, partitioning the Hi further (where Li, Ni and Mi are submatries of order 1×1, 1×
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CHAPTER 2. Mirzakhani's Simple Proof of S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Sine AiAj = AjAi it follows that MiMj = MjMi, i.e., the Mi's ommute.
Let W be the vetor spae spanned by the set {M1,M2, . . . ,Mq}, so the elements of W
are (n− 1)× (n− 1) matries. Suppose k = dimW . Then it follows from the indution
hypothesis that k ≤ ⌊(n − 1)2/4⌋ + 1. Assume, without loss of generality, that W is
spanned by the linearly independent set of matries {M1,M2, . . . ,Mk}. Then for i > k
eah Mi is expressible as a linear ombination Mi =
∑k
j=1 ci,jMj with salars ci,1, . . . , ci,k
in F. Now, for i > k, let Bi = Ai −
∑k
j=1 ci,jAj. Then for i = k + 1, . . . , ⌊n
2/4⌋+ 2,
































where ti = Hi −
∑k














Sine the Ai's are linearly independent it follows that the salars di = dici,j = 0 and so
















and thus, the salars di = 0, hene the set {tk+1, . . . , tq} is linearly independent over F .
Now onsider an alternative partitioning of eah of A1, A2, . . . , Aq, q = ⌊n
2/4⌋ + 2 into
submatries M ′i , H
′
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i , i.e., the M
′
i 's
ommute. Let W ′ be the vetor spae spanned by the set {M ′1,M
′
2, . . . ,M
′
q}, so the ele-
ments ofW ′ are (n−1)×(n−1) matries. Suppose s = dimW ′. Then from the indution
hypothesis it follows that s ≤ ⌊(n− 1)2/4⌋+ 1. Assume, again without loss of generality,
that W ′ is spanned by the linearly independent set of matries {M ′1,M
′
2, . . . ,M
′
s}. Then









c′i,1, . . . , c
′
i,s in F. Now, for i > s, let B
′


















j is an n × 1 matrix, i = s + 1, . . . , ⌊n
2/4⌋ + 2. The Bi's are
linear ombinations of the Ai's, so the Bi's are in V . Similarly the B
′






























it follows that tit
′
















ak+1,1 ak+1,2 · · · ak+1,n−1 ak+1,n













aq,1 aq,2 · · · aq,n−1 aq,n


where q = ⌊n2/4⌋ + 2 and ti = (ai,1, ai,2, . . . , ai,n) for i = k + 1, . . . , q. Sine the ti's are
linearly independent it follows that
rankA ≥ ⌊n2/4⌋+ 2− (k + 1) + 1 = ⌊n2/4⌋ − k + 2.
And tit
′
j = 0 implies At
′
j = 0 whih implies that t
′
j is in the null spae of A for all
j = s+ 1, . . . , ⌊n2/4⌋+ 2. Furthermore, the t′i's are linearly independent, thus,
nullityA ≥ ⌊n2/4⌋+ 2− (s+ 1) + 1 = ⌊n2/4⌋ − s+ 2.
Now




















+ 4− (k + s).
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But k + s ≤ (⌊ (n−1)
2
4
⌋ + 1 + ⌊ (n−1)
2
4
























































= 2(m2 −m2 +m+ 1)
= 2m+ 2
= n+ 2.

























= 2(m2 +m−m2 + 1)
= 2m+ 2
= n + 1.
We have thus arrived at a ontradition in both ases. Thus, the assumption that Fn has
more than ⌊n2/4⌋ + 1 linearly independent matries leads to a ontradition. Therefore
Fn has at most ⌊n
2/4⌋+ 1 linearly independent matries.
The following ommutative subalgebra ofMn(F ) given in [9℄ is an example of a subalgebra
ontaining ⌊n2/4⌋+ 1 linearly independent matries. The example is true for all positive
integer n. This shows that the upper bound ⌊n2/4⌋ + 1 annot be lowered. We look at
the ase when n = 5 for illustrative purposes.
Example 15. The subalgebra
Fn = {aI + ai,jEi,j| 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊n/2⌋, ⌊n/2⌋+ 1 ≤ j ≤ n, a, ai,j ∈ F}
ofMn(F ), F a eld, is a ommutative subalgebra whih has ⌊n
2/4⌋+1 linearly independent
matries.
We show that Fn is indeed ommutative. Sine, by denition of Fn, i is never equal to
j, it follows from 1.2 that Ei,jEi,j = 0 for all i and j. For elements aI + ai,jEi,j and
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bI + bi,jEi,j in Fn we have
(aI + ai,jEi,j)(bI + bi,jEi,j) = abI + abi,jEi,j + ai,jbEi,j + ai,jbi,jEi,jEi,j
= abI + abi,jEi,j + ai,jbEi,j
and
(bI + bi,jEi,j)(aI + ai,jEi,j) = baI + bai,jEi,j + bi,jaEi,j + bi,jai,jEi,jEi,j
= baI + bai,jEi,j + bi,jaEi,j .
Sine F is a eld, it then follows that elements of Fn ommute.
We notie that every element aI + ai,jEi,j of Fn an be expressed as a linear ombination
aI + ai,jEi,j = aI + a1,⌊n/2⌋+1E1,⌊n/2⌋+1 + . . .+ a1,nE1,n




+ a⌊n/2⌋,⌊n/2⌋+1E⌊n/2⌋,⌊n/2⌋+1 + . . .+ a⌊n/2⌋,nE⌊n/2⌋,n
and also the set
W = {I, Ei,j| 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊n/2⌋, ⌊n/2⌋ + 1 ≤ j ≤ n}































= ⌊m⌋(2m− ⌊m⌋) + 1
= m(2m−m) + 1
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= m(2m+ 1−m) + 1




















Example 16. In partiular, if n = 5 and F is a eld, then
F5 = {aI + ai,jEi,j| 1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊5/2⌋, ⌊5/2⌋+ 1 ≤ j ≤ 5, a, ai,j ∈ F}
= {aI + ai,jEi,j| 1 ≤ i ≤ 2, 3 ≤ j ≤ 5, a, ai,j ∈ F}.




a 0 a1,3 a1,4 a1,5
0 a a2,3 a2,4 a2,5
0 0 a 0 0
0 0 0 a 0
0 0 0 0 a






b 0 b1,3 b1,4 b1,5
0 b b2,3 b2,4 b2,5
0 0 b 0 0
0 0 0 b 0
0 0 0 0 b






0 0 a1,3 a1,4 a1,5
0 0 a2,3 a2,4 a2,5
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 and B1,2 =


0 0 b1,3 b1,4 b1,5
0 0 b2,3 b2,4 b2,5
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0

 .
We see that A1,2B1,2 = B1,2A1,2 = 0 and thus,
AB = (aI + A1,2)(bI +B1,2)
= abI + aB1,2 + bA1,2
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and
BA = (bI +B1,2)(aI + A1,2)
= baI + bA1,2 + aB1,2.
Therefore AB = BA indiating that the elements of F5 are indeed mutually ommuting.
It is lear that
{I5, E1,3, E1,4, E1,5, E2,3, E2,4, E2,5}
is a linearly independent set of matries in F5. Moreover, note that this set has 7 elements
and ⌊52/4⌋+ 1 = 7.
We observe that in the subalgebra Fn in Example 15 the number ⌊n
2/4⌋+ 1 is also equal
to the number of elements in the basis W of Fn.
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Cayley-Hamilton Theorem
In this hapter we give a detailed proof of the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem for an arbitrary
matrix inMn(R), where R denotes the eld of real numbers. We further disuss in brief the
trae identity for a 2× 2 matrix over R whih arises from the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem.
Consider an n× n matrix A ∈Mn(R) given by
A = (ai,j) =


a1,1 a1,2 · · · a1,n
a2,1 a2,2 · · · a2,n
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·




The following denitions are given in relation to the general n× n matrix A ∈Mn(R) in
Equation 3.1.
Denition 17. (Nering E.D. [10℄)
The determinant of the matrix A = (ai,j) is dened to be the salar det(A) = |ai,j|
omputed aording to the rule
det(A) = |ai,j| =
∑
pi
(sgn pi)a1,pi(1)a2,pi(2) · · · an,pi(n),
where the sum is taken over all permutations of the elements of the set S = {1, . . . , n}.
We note the following with regard to the above denition:
(i) "sgn pi" means the "the sign of pi".
(ii) A permutation pi of a set S is dened to be a one to one mapping of S onto itself.
(iii) The element whih the permutation pi assoiates with i is denoted by pi(i).
(iv) sgn pi = +1 if pi is an even permutation.
(v) sgn pi = −1 if pi is an odd permutation.
14
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Example 18. Consider a 3× 3 matrix B ∈M3(R) given by
B =










= b1,1b2,2b3,3 + b1,2b2,3b3,1 + b1,3b2,1b3,2 − b1,2b2,1b3,3 − b1,3b2,2b3,1 − b1,1b2,3b3,2
= b1,1(b2,2b3,3 − b2,3b3,2) + b1,2(b2,3b3,1 − b2,1b3,3) + b1,3(b2,1b3,2 − b2,2b3,1).
Thus,
det(B) = b1,1B1,1 + b1,2B1,2 + b1,3B1,3 (3.3)
where eah Bi,j is a determinant of a matrix obtained from B by deleting the ith row and
jth olumn of B. That is,
B1,1 =
∣∣∣∣ b2,2 b2,3b3,2 b3,3
∣∣∣∣ , B1,2 = −
∣∣∣∣ b2,1 b2,3b3,1 b3,3
∣∣∣∣ , B1,3 =
∣∣∣∣ b2,1 b2,2b3,1 b3,2
∣∣∣∣ .
Remark 19. The determinant of the n× n matrix A in (3.1) an be written in the form
det(A) = ai,jAi,j + (terms whih do not ontain ai,j as a fator).
Example 18 and Remark 19 lead us to the following denition, (see Jain and Gunawardena
[5℄).
Denition 20. The ofator of any entry ap,q of an n× n matrix A = (ai,j) is dened to
be
Ap,q = (−1)
p+q·det(the (n−1)×(n−1)matrix obtained by deleting the p th row and q th olumn).
In Remark 19 the salarAi,j is the ofator of the entry ai,j and in Example 18, B1,1, B1,2, B1,3
are ofators of b1,1, b1,2, b1,3, respetively.
Example 21. Using the matrix B ∈M3(R) in Example 18, we have
b2,1B1,1 + b2,2B1,2 + b2,3B1,3 (3.4)
= b2,1(b2,2b3,3 − b2,3b3,2) + b2,2(b2,3b3,1 − b2,1b3,3) + b2,3(b2,1b3,2 − b2,2b3,1). (3.5)
Multiplying and grouping on the right hand side of Equation 3.5 gives
b2,1B1,1 + b2,2B1,2 + b2,3B1,3
= b2,1b2,2b3,3 − b2,2b2,1b3,3 + b2,3b2,1b3,2 − b2,1b2,3b3,2 + b2,2b2,3b3,1 − b2,3b2,2b3,1
= 0.
Similarly, b3,1B1,1 + b3,2B1,2 + b3,3B1,3 = 0.
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Remark 22. In general
n∑
j=1
ai,jAk,j = ai,1Ak,1 + ai,2Ak,2 + . . .+ ai,nAk,n = 0
whenever i 6= k.
Denition 23. The transpose of the matrix A = (ai,j) is the matrix A
T
whose element
ai,j appearing in row i and olumn j is the element aj,i appearing in row j and olumn i
of A.




A1,1 A1,2 · · · A1,n
A2,1 A2,2 · · · A2,n
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
An,1 An,2 · · · An,n


whose entries are ofators of all entries of an n× n matrix A = (ai,j) is alled a ofator
matrix.




A1,1 A2,1 · · · An,1
A1,2 A2,2 · · · An,2
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
· · · · · ·
A1,n A2,n · · · An,n


of the ofator matrix (Ai,j) is alled the adjoint of matrix A and it is denoted by adjA.
Lemma 25. The produt of any matrix A ∈ Mn(R) and its adjoint adjA is equal to
(det(A))I, i.e.,
A(adjA) = (det(A))I
where I is the identity matrix in Mn(R).
Lemma 26. Let A0+A1λ+. . .+Amλ
m = 0 for all |λ| suiently large, where Ai ∈Mn(R)
for all i and where R denotes the eld of real numbers. Then eah Ai = 0.
Proof. Multiplying
A0 + A1λ+ . . .+ Amλ











+ . . .+ Am−1
1
λ
+ Am = 0. (3.7)
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+ . . .+ Am−2
1
λ
+ Am−1 = 0. (3.9)











Continuing to multiply by λ and letting λ→∞ results eventually in
A0
λ
+ A1 = 0. (3.11)
Finally, again letting λ→∞ gives A1 = 0 and so (3.6) implies that A0 = 0. Hene all the
Ai's are zero.
Corollary 27. Let Ai and Bi be n× n matries over R and suppose that
A0 + A1λ+ . . .+ Amλ
m = B0 +B1λ+ . . .+Bmλ
m
for all |λ| large enough. Then Ai = Bi for all i.
Proof. Sine
A0 − B0 + (A1 − B1)λ+ . . .+ (Am − Bm)λ
m = 0,
Lemma 26 implies that Ai − Bi = 0 for all i. Hene Ai = Bi for all i.
The following theorem is the well known Cayley-Hamilton Theorem and it states that any
n× n matrix A is a solution of its harateristi polynomial p(λ).
Theorem 28. Let A be an n × n matrix over R and let p(λ) = det(A − λI) be the
harateristi polynomial of A. Then p(A) = 0.




a1,1 − λ a1,2 · · · a1,n
a2,1 a2,2 − λ · · · a2,n
· · · · · · · · · · · ·
an,1 an,2 · · · an,n − λ


and the determinant of A− λI is a polynomial in λ of degree n, say,
det(A− λI) = knλ
n + kn−1λ
n−1 + . . .+ k1λ+ k0, (3.12)
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for some k0, k1, . . . , kn ∈ R. Now the ofator
A1,1 =
∣∣∣∣∣∣
a2,2 − λ · · · a2,n
· · · · · · · · ·
an,2 · · · an,n − λ
∣∣∣∣∣∣
is a polynomial in λ of degree n− 1. In fat eah ofator Ai,j is a polynomial in λ of at
most (n−1)th degree. Hene the entries of the adjoint matrix adj(A−λI) are polynomials
in λ of at most (n− 1)th degree. Thus,
adj(A− λI) = Bn−1λ
n−1 +Bn−2λ
n−2 + . . .+B1λ+B0
where eah Bi is an n× n matrix with entries from R. Now
(A− λI) adj(A− λI)
= (A− λI)(Bn−1λ
n−1 +Bn−2λ





n−1 + . . .+ AB1λ− IB1λ
2 + AB0 − IB0λ,
i.e.,
(A− λI) adj(A− λI) = Cnλ
n + Cn−1λ
n−1 + Cn−2λ
n−2 + . . .+ C1λ+ C0 (3.13)
where
Cn = −IBn−1
Cn−1 = ABn−1 − IBn−2




C2 = AB2 − IB1
C1 = AB1 − IB0
C0 = AB0.
Multiplying the above equations from the left by













AC1 = A(AB1 − IB0)
IC0 = IAB0.
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Adding the above equations yields
AnCn + A
n−1Cn−1 + A
n−2Cn−2 + . . .+ A
2C2 + AC1 + C0




n−2Bn−3 + . . .+ A
3B2
−A2B1 + A





n−2Cn−2 + . . .+ A
2C2 + AC1 + C0 = 0. (3.14)
Now, it follows from Lemma 25 and (3.12) that
(A− λI)adj(A− λI) = I(det(A− λI)) = I(knλ
n + kn−1λ
n−1 + . . .+ k1λ+ k0). (3.15)




n−2 + . . .+ C1λ+ C0 = I(knλ
n + kn−1λ
n−1 + . . .+ k1λ+ k0).
By Corollary 27 we have
Cn = Ikn, Cn−1 = Ikn−1, Cn−2 = Ikn−2, · · · , C2 = Ik2, C1 = Ik1, C0 = Ik0.




n−2 + . . .+ k2A
2 + k1A+ k0I = 0.





over R with harateristi polynomial
p(λ) = λ2 − (a+ d)λ+ ad− bc
= λ2 − tr(A)λ + det(A).
The Cayley-Hamilton Theorem asserts that
p(A) = A2 − tr(A)A+ I det(A) = 0, (3.16)
where I is the identity matrix in M2(R). Sine tr(I) = 2, taking the trae of (3.16), it
follows that









Substituting (3.18) into (3.16) gives






I = 0. (3.19)
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The identity in (3.19) is known as the Cayley-Hamilton trae identity for 2× 2 matries.
We shall see in Chapter 5 that (3.19) is not neessarily zero when we deal with matries
over a nonommutative ring.
We note that, although we have dealt with the Cayley-Hamilton Theorem for square
matries over the eld of real numbers, there exist several proofs of this theorem for ma-
tries over the eld C of omplex numbers and arbitrary ommutative rings. For instane,
Zhang [14℄ provided a proof for square matries over the eld C of omplex numbers and
Straubing [12℄ provided a proof for a square matrix over an arbitrary ommutative ring.
Furthermore, to every linear transformation of a vetor spae of dimension n over a eld F
there orresponds an n× n matrix over F and onversely, to every suh matrix there or-
responds a linear transformation of the vetor spae. Aordingly, the Cayley-Hamilton
Theorem hold for linear transformations and Hungerford [3℄ provides a proof for linear
transformations.
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Commutativity and Lie nilpoteny in
the Matrix Algebra U∗n(R)
In this hapter we disset the paper [8℄ by Meyer, et al. We explore the ring U∗n(R), in par-
tiular the rings U∗3 (R) and U
∗
4 (R), in relation to the polynomial identities [[x, y], z] = 0,
[x, y][u, v] = 0 and [[x, y], [u, v]] = 0. We disuss both ases when a ring R is ommutative
and when R is not ommutative. It is shown in Theorem 44 that U∗n(R) is Lie nilpotent of
index n− 1. A ring satisfying an identity [[x, y], [u, v]] = 0 is alled Lie solvable of index
2. In [8℄, Meyer, et al, give an example of a Lie solvable ring of index 2 whih we disuss
in Corollary 37.
4.1 The ring U∗3 (R)
























0 · · · 0 a

 : a, ai,j ∈ R


be the subring of Mn(R) of upper triangular matries with equal diagonal entries.















Then E1,2E2,3 = E1,3 6= 0 = E2,3E1,2.
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The preeding example shows that U∗n(R) is not ommutative if n ≥ 3. However, U
∗
2 (R)














































0 · · · 0 a


























































































0 · · · 0 0


= aIn +X, (4.1)
i.e., A is the sum of a salar matrix aI and a stritly upper triangular matrix X .
Furthermore, for any stritly upper triangular 3× 3 matries
X =

 0 x1 x20 0 x3
0 0 0

 , Y =

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Remark 31.
(i) More generally, the produt of n stritly upper triangular n× n matries is zero.
(ii) E1,nX = XE1,n = 0 for any stritly upper triangular n× n matrix X.
(iii) XY = tE1,3, for some t, for any stritly upper triangular 3× 3 matries X, Y.
(iv) In general, the produt X1X2 . . .Xn−1 = tE1,n, for some t, for any stritly upper
triangular n× n matries X1, X2, . . . , Xn−1.
If R is ommutative, then Xa = aX for every X ∈Mn(R) and every a ∈ R. Hene
X(aI) = (Xa)I = a(XI) = aX
and
(aI)X = a(IX) = aX.
Thus aI ommutes with every X ∈Mn(R) (for a ommutative ring R).
Proposition 32. If R is ommutative, then [aI + X, bI + Y ] = [X, Y ] for all a, b ∈ R
and all X, Y ∈Mn(R).
Proof.
[aI +X, bI + Y ]
= (aI +X)(bI + Y )− (bI + Y )(aI +X)
= aI(bI + Y ) +X(bI + Y )− [bI(aI +X) + Y (aI +X)]
= (aI)(bI) + (aI)Y +X(bI) +XY − (bI)(aI)− (bI)X − Y (aI)− Y X
= (aI)(bI)− (bI)(aI) + (aI)Y − Y (aI) +X(bI)− (bI)X +XY − Y X,
and so the observation following Remark 31 shows that
[aI +X, bI + Y ] = XY − Y X = [X, Y ].
We note that a ring R is ommutative if and only if [x1, x2] = 0 for all x1, x2 ∈ R. Sine
[E1,2, E2,3] = E1,3 6= 0, we onlude that U
∗
3 (R) does not satisfy the identity [x1, x2] = 0,
i.e., U∗3 (R) is not ommutative. However, U
∗
3 (R) does satisfy the following (albeit weaker)
ondition if R is ommutative.
Proposition 33. If R is a ommutative ring, then U∗3 (R) satises the polynomial identity
[[x1, x2], x3] = 0,
i.e., [[A,B], C] = 0 for all matries A,B,C in U∗3 (R).
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Proof. Consider any matries A,B,C in U∗3 (R) with
A =

 a x1 x20 a x3
0 0 a

 , B =

 b y1 y20 b y3
0 0 b

 , C =





By (4.1), A = aI +X, B = bI + Y, C = cI +U for suitable a, b, c ∈ R and stritly upper
triangular matries X, Y and U. Thus, by Remark 31 (ii) and (iii),
[[A,B], C] = [[X, Y ], U ]
= [tE1,3, U ]
= (tE1,3)U − U(tE1,3)
= 0.
Proposition 34. If R is a ommutative ring, then U∗3 (R) satises the polynomial identity
[x, y][z, w] = 0,
i.e., [A,B][C,D] = 0 for all matries A,B,C,D in U∗3 (R).
Proof. Consider any matries A,B,C,D in U∗3 (R) with
A =

 a x1 x20 a x3
0 0 a

 , B =

 b y1 y20 b y3
0 0 b

 , C =

 c u1 u20 c u3
0 0 c

 , D =





By (4.1), A = aI+X, B = bI+Y, C = cI+U, D = dI+V for suitable a, b, c, d ∈ R and
stritly upper triangular matries X, Y, U and V. Thus, by Proposition 32 and Remark 31
(iii),
[A,B] = [aI +X, bI + Y ]
= [X, Y ]
= XY − Y X
= sE1,3 − tE1,3
= (s− t)E1,3 for some s, t ∈ R.
Similar alulations yield
[C,D] = uE1,3 for some u ∈ R.
Now, by (1.2),
[A,B][C,D] = ((s− t)E1,3)(uE1,3)
= 0.
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We onlude from Proposition 33 that if R is ommutative, then U∗3 (R) is Lie nilpotent of
index 2, i.e., U∗3 (R) satises the polynomial identity [[x1, x2], x3] = 0 but not the identity
[x1, x2] = 0. In Theorem 44 we will prove that if R is ommutative, then U
∗
n(R) is Lie
nilpotent of index n− 1.
The example below shows that if the ring R is not ommutative, then Proposition 33 and
Proposition 34 do not hold.
Example 35. Let R be a nonommutative ring. Then [r, s] 6= 0 for some r, s ∈ R, and so
for X = rI, Y = sI, W = sE1,2, U = E1,2, V = Z = E2,3 in U
∗
3 (R), we have
[X, Y ][U, V ] = [rI, sI][E1,2, E2,3]
= ((rI)(sI)− (sI)(rI))(E1,2E2,3 −E2,3E1,2)





[[X,W ], Z] = [[rI, sE1,2], E2,3]
= [(rs− sr)E1,2, E2,3]
= (rs− sr)E1,2E2,3 − E2,3(rs− sr)E1,2
= (rs− sr)E1,3 − (rs− sr)E2,3E1,2
= (rs− sr)E1,3 − (rs− sr)0
= [r, s]E1,3
6= 0.
The following theorem, found in [8℄, shows that if the underlying ring S satises the
identities [x, y][u, v] = 0 and [[x, y], z] = 0 then the matrix ring U∗3 (S) is Lie solvable of
index 2.
Theorem 36. If S satises [x, y][u, v] = 0 and [[x, y], z] = 0 then U∗3 (S) satises
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in U∗3 (S) we have
[X, Y ] = XY − Y X
=

































 ae− ea af + be− (eb+ fa) ag + bh + ce− (ec+ fd+ ga)0 ae− ea ah + de− (ed+ ha)





 ae− ea af − fa+ be− eb ag − ga+ bh− fd+ ce− ec0 ae− ea ah− ha+ de− ed





 [a, e] [a, f ] + [b, e] [a, g] + [c, e] + (bh− fd)0 [a, e] [a, h] + [d, e]





 [a, e] 0 00 [a, e] 0






























[X, Y ] = [a, e]I + C + αE1,3 (4.2)
where α = bh− fd and C =





The entries of the stritly upper triangular matrix C are in the additive subgroup [S, S]

















it follows from (4.2) that
[U, V ] = [a′, e′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3
where α′ = b′h′ − f ′d′, C ′ =

 0 [a
′, f ′] + [b′, e′] [a′, g′] + [c′, e′]




and the entries of the stritly upper triangular matrix C ′ are in the additive subgroup
[S, S] of S generated by all ommutators.
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By hypothesis the ring S satises [[a, e], s] = 0 for every s ∈ S. That is, [a, e]s = s[a, e] for
every s ∈ S and hene [a, e]I is entral in U∗3 (S). Moreover, it is entral also in M3(S).
Thus
[[X, Y ], [U, V ]]
= [[a, e]I + C + αE1,3, [a
′, e′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3]
= [a, e]I([a′, e′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3)− ([a
′, e′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3)[a, e]I
+(C + αE1,3)([a
′, e′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3)− ([a
′, e′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3)(C + αE1,3)
= (C + αE1,3)[a
′, e′]I − [a′, e′]I(C + αE1,3) + (C + αE1,3)(C
′ + α′E1,3)
−(C ′ + α′E1,3)(C + αE1,3)
= (C + αE1,3)(C
′ + α′E1,3)− (C
′ + α′E1,3)(C + αE1,3)
= CC ′ + CE1,3α
′ + αE1,3C
′ + (αα′)E1,3E1,3 − C
′C − C ′E1,3α− α
′E1,3C − (α
′α)E1,3E1,3
= CC ′ + CE1,3α
′ + αE1,3C
′ − C ′C − C ′E1,3α− α
′E1,3C.
We have C,C ′ ∈ M3([S, S]) and by hypothesis [x, y][u, v] = 0, thus CC
′ = C ′C = 0.
Furthermore, C and C ′ are stritly upper triangular matries, hene by Remark 31 (ii)
we have CE1,3 = E1,3C
′ = C ′E1,3 = E1,3C = 0. Therefore [[X, Y ], [U, V ]] = 0.







 W X Y0 W Z
0 0 W

 | W,X, Y, Z ∈ U∗3 (R)

 .
Corollary 37. If R is ommutative, then the algebra U∗3 (U
∗
3 (R)) satises the polynomial
identity [[x, y], [u, v]] = 0 but neither [x, y][u, v] = 0 nor [[x, y], z] = 0, i.e.,
(i) [[W,X ], [Y, Z]] = 0 for all matries W,X, Y and Z in U∗3 (U
∗
3 (R)) whereas,
(ii) [W,X ][Y, Z] = 0 and [[W,X ], Y ] = 0 do not neessarily hold.
Proof. Let R be a ommutative ring. Then, by Proposition 33 and Proposition 34, we have
[[A,B], C] = 0 and [A,B][C,D] = 0 for every A,B,C,D in U∗3 (R). Thus, by Theorem 36,
U∗3 (U
∗
3 (R)) satises [[W,X ], [Y, Z]] = 0. Example 35 shows that if R is not ommutative,
then U∗3 (R) does not satisfy the polynomial identities [A,B][C,D] = 0 and [[A,B], C] = 0.




3 (R)) does not
satisfy [W,X ][Y, Z] = 0 and [[W,X ], Y ] = 0.
It follows from Corollary 37 (i) that the algebra U∗3 (U
∗
3 (R)) is Lie solvable of index 2.





an example of an algebra whih satises the polynomial identities [X, Y ][U, V ] = 0 (and
hene [[X, Y ], [U, V ]] = 0) and [[X, Y ], Z] = 0.
Below we give another example of a ring whih satises the onlusion of Theorem 36. In
this example, unlike in Corollary 37, R is a nonommutative ring. We use a ring V ∗∗n (R)
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analogous to the ring Fn given in Chapter 2. Elements of V
∗∗
n (R) are matries over a
nonommutative ring R whereas in Fn a eld was onsidered.
Let R be a nonommutative ring with unity 1 and let
V ∗∗n (R) = {aI + ai,jEi,j|1 ≤ i ≤ ⌊n/2⌋, ⌊n/2⌋ + 1 ≤ j ≤ n, a, ai,j ∈ R}.
By denition of V ∗∗n (R), i is never equal to j, so from (1.2) we have Ei,jEi,j = 0 for all i
and j. For elements X = aI + ai,jEi,j and Y = b+ bi,jEi,j in V
∗∗
n (R) we have
XY = (aI + ai,jEi,j)(bI + bi,jEi,j) = abI + abi,jEi,j + ai,jbEi,j (4.3)
and
Y X = (bI + bi,jEi,j)(aI + ai,jEi,j) = baI + bai,jEi,j + bi,jaEi,j. (4.4)
Sine R is not ommutative, we see that in general XY 6= Y X . Thus, for all n, V ∗∗n (R)
is also not ommutative. Furthermore,
[X, Y ] = [aI + ai,jEi,j , bI + bi,jEi,j]
= abI + abi,jEi,j + ai,jbEi,j − baI − bai,jEi,j − bi,jaEi,j
= [a, b]I + [a, bi,j ]Ei,j + [ai,j, b]Ei,j .
Similar alulations show that
[W,Z] = [c, d]I + [c, di,j]Ei,j + [ci,j , d]Ei,j,
for any W,Z ∈ V ∗∗n (R).
Now, if R satises the identities [[x, y], z] = 0 and [x, y][w, z] = 0, then
[X, Y ][W,Z] = ([a, b]I + [a, bi,j]Ei,j + [ai,j , b]Ei,j)([c, d]I + [c, di,j]Ei,j + [ci,j, d]Ei,j)
= 0
and
[[X, Y ], Z]
= ([a, b]I + [a, bi,j]Ei,j + [ai,j, b]Ei,j)(dI + di,jEi,j)
−(dI + di,jEi,j)([a, b]I + [a, bi,j]Ei,j + [ai,j , b]Ei,j)
= [a, b]I(dI + di,jEi,j)− (dI + di,jEi,j)[a, b]I + ([a, bi,j ]Ei,j + [ai,j, b]Ei,j)(dI + di,jEi,j)
−(dI + di,jEi,j)([a, bi,j ]Ei,j + [ai,j, b]Ei,j)
= ([a, bi,j ]Ei,j + [ai,j , b]Ei,j)(dI + di,jEi,j)− (dI + di,jEi,j)([a, bi,j]Ei,j + [ai,j, b]Ei,j)
= [[a, bi,j ], d]Ei,j + [[ai,j, b], d]Ei,j
= 0.
We onlude from Theorem 36 and Example 35 that ifR satises the identities [[x, y], z] = 0
and [x, y][w, z] = 0, then U∗3 (V
∗∗
n (R)) satises the polynomial identity [[x, y], [w, z]] = 0
but neither [[x, y], z] = 0 nor [x, y][w, z] = 0.
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The following theorem and Remark 39 will be used in the proof of Proposition 40, whih
will in turn be used in the proof of Proposition 41.
Theorem 38. The produt of two upper triangular matries over any ring R is also an
upper triangular matrix.
Proof. Consider any two upper triangular matries X = (xi,j) and Y = (yj,k) eah of
order n × n with entries from R. We have that xi,j = 0 when i > j and yj,k = 0 when
j > k. We shall show that the matrix XY = (αi,k) of order n×n with αi,k =
∑n
j=1 xi,jyj,k




















sine xi,j = 0 when i > j and yj,k = 0 when j ≥ i > k. This shows that XY is an upper
triangular matrix.
Remark 39. The dierene of two upper triangular matries with equal orresponding
prinipal diagonal entries is a stritly upper triangular matrix.
Proposition 40. Let R be a ommutative ring and X1, X2 be matries in U
∗
n(R). Then
the prinipal diagonal and the rst diagonal above the prinipal diagonal of [X1, X2] are
zero.
Proof. Suppose R is a ommutative ring and let X1 = (ai,j) and X2 = (bj,k) be matries
in U∗n(R). Then ai,j = 0 whenever i > j and bj,k = 0 whenever j > k. Also ap,p = aq,q and
bp,p = bq,q for all p and q. By Theorem 38 above,





with αi,k = 0 whenever i > k
and





with βi,k = 0 whenever i > k.
When i = k, then αi,i =
∑n
j=1 ai,jbj,i = ai,ibi,i and βi,i =
∑n
j=1 bi,jaj,i = bi,iai,i sine
ai,j = 0 whenever i > j and bj,i = 0 whenever j > i. Sine R is ommutative, it follows
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that αi,i = ai,ibi,i = bi,iai,i = βi,i. By Remark 39, X1X2 − X2X1 is a stritly upper
























(ai,jbj,i+1 − bi,jaj,i+1) +
i+1∑
j=i







(0 · bj,i+1 − 0 · aj,i+1) +
i+1∑
j=i
(ai,jbj,i+1 − bi,jaj,i+1) +
n∑
j=i+2









= ai,ibi,i+1 − bi,iai,i+1 + ai,i+1bi+1,i+1 − bi,i+1ai+1,i+1
= (ai,ibi,i+1 − bi,i+1ai+1,i+1) + (ai,i+1bi+1,i+1 − bi,iai,i+1)
= 0,
sineR is ommutative and ai,i = ai+1,i+1 and bi,i = bi+1,i+1 for all i. Thus αi,i+1−βi,i+1 = 0
for all i ∈ Z suh that 1 ≤ i ≤ n − 1. We also know that [X1, X2] is a stritly upper
triangular matrix. Thus the prinipal diagonal and the rst diagonal above the prinipal
diagonal of [X1, X2] are zero.
Proposition 41. If R is a ommutative ring, then the ring U∗n(R) satises the identity
[[[...[[X1, X2], X3], ...], Xn−1], Xn] = 0.
Proof. We shall show that
[[[...[[X1, X2], X3], ...], Xn−1], Xn] = 0
for all X1, X2, ..., Xn ∈ U
∗
n(R), with R a ommutative ring. By Proposition 40, the
prinipal diagonal and the rst diagonal above the prinipal diagonal of [X1, X2] are zero.
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Assume that for some xed k suh that 2 ≤ k ≤ n− 1, the prinipal diagonal and the jth
diagonal above the prinipal diagonal of
P = [[...[[X1, X2], X3], ...], Xk] = (ri,j)
are zero for j = 1, 2, ..., k − 1. Thus, rp,q = 0 when p > q or |p − q| < k. Now, for
Xk+1 = (si,j) ∈ U
∗
n(R), we have

























Also, the entries of the jth diagonal above the prinipal diagonal of

























Thus, the prinipal diagonal and the jth diagonal above the prinipal diagonals of Xk+1P
and PXk+1 are zero for j = 1, 2, ..., k − 1 and hene the same is true for [P,Xk+1]. Sine
|i − (i + j)| < k we have ri,i+j = 0 for j = 1, 2, ..., k − 1 and i = 1, 2, ..., n − 1, hene it
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Also, |p − (i + k)| = |(i + t) − (i + k)| = |t − k| < k for t = 1, 2, . . . , n − i and so
ri+t,i+k = 0. Hene, it follows that the entries of the kth diagonal above the prinipal




















By ommutativity of R we have
ζi,i+k − ηi,i+k = ri,i+ksi+k,i+k − si,iri,i+k = 0
sine si,i = si+k,i+k.
In general we have ζi,i+k − ηi,i+k = 0 for every i in Z suh that 1 ≤ i ≤ n − k. That is,
the kth diagonal above the prinipal diagonal of [P,Xk+1] is zero. Therefore the prinipal
diagonal and the jth diagonal above the main diagonal of
[P,Xk+1] = [[[...[[X1, X2], X3], ...], Xk], Xk+1]
are zero for j = 1, 2, ..., k. It follows from indution that the prinipal diagonal and the
jth diagonal above the prinipal diagonal of
[[[...[[X1, X2], X3], ...], Xn−1], Xn]
are zero for j = 1, 2, ..., n− 1 and hene
[[[...[[X1, X2], X3], ...], Xn−1], Xn] = 0.
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Proposition 42. Let R be a ommutative ring. Then the ring U∗n(R) does not satisfy the
identity
[[. . . [[X1, X2], X3], . . .], Xn−1] = 0.
Proof. Let R be a ommutative ring and Yi be the matrix Ei,i+1 in U
∗
n(R), i = 1, . . . , n−1.
Then [Y1, Y2] = E1,2E2,3 − 0 = E1,3 and [[Y1, Y2], Y3] = E1,3E3,4 − 0 = E1,4. Assume that
for some k ≤ n− 2 we have
[[...[[Y1, Y2], Y3], ...], Yk] = E1,k+1.
Then
[[[...[[Y1, Y2], Y3], ...], Yk], Yk+1] = E1,k+1Ek+1,k+2 − 0 = E1,k+2.
It follows from indution that
[[...[[Y1, Y2], Y3], ...], Yn−1] = E1,n 6= 0.
Remark 43. It follows from Propositions 41 and 42 that if R is ommutative then n is the
smallest k suh that U∗n(R) satises the identity
[[. . . [[X1, X2], X3], . . .], Xk] = 0,
and so we arrive at the following theorem.
Theorem 44. If R is a ommutative ring, then U∗n(R) is Lie nilpotent of index n− 1.
Proof. Let R be a ommutative ring. Then by Proposition 42 the ring U∗n(R) does not
satisfy the identity
[[...[[X1, X2], X3], ...], Xn−1] = 0.
Thus, it follows from Proposition 41 that U∗n(R) is Lie nilpotent of index n− 1.
In the following example we show that if, in Theorem 44, the hypothesis hanges to a ring
R being nonommutative, then the onlusion does not neessarily hold.
Example 45. Consider the elements E1,2 and E2,2 in the nonommutative ringM2(R), and
let I denote the identity in U∗n(M2(R)). Then [E1,2I, E2,2I] = E1,2I, and so
[[[. . . [[E1,2I, E2,2I], E2,2I], . . .], E2,2I], E2,2I] = E1,2I 6= 0.
Therefore, U∗n(M2(R)) is not Lie nilpotent. Thus, if R is not ommutative, then the ring
U∗n(R) is not neessarily Lie nilpotent.
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4.2 The ring U∗4 (R)
In this setion we onsider the ring U∗4 (R) and look at results similar to Proposition 34
and Theorem 36. We also look at Lie solvability for U∗4 (R). We note that, by Theorem
44, the ring U∗4 (R) with R ommutative is Lie nilpotent of index 3 and hene does not
satisfy [[x, y], z] = 0.




0 x1 x2 x3
0 0 x4 x5
0 0 0 x6
0 0 0 0

 , Y =


0 y1 y2 y3
0 0 y4 y5
0 0 0 y6







0 x1 x2 x3
0 0 x4 x5
0 0 0 x6





0 y1 y2 y3
0 0 y4 y5
0 0 0 y6





0 0 x1y4 x1y5 + x2y6
0 0 0 x4y6
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .
Proposition 46. If R is a ommutative ring, then U∗4 (R) satises the polynomial identity
[x, y][z, w] = 0,
i.e., [A,B][C,D] = 0 for all matries A,B,C and D in U∗4 (R).




a x1 x2 x3
0 a x4 x5
0 0 a x6
0 0 0 a

 , B =


b y1 y2 y3
0 b y4 y5
0 0 b y6






c u1 u2 u3
0 c u4 u5
0 0 c u6
0 0 0 c

 , D =


d v1 v2 v3
0 d v4 v5
0 0 d v6
0 0 0 d

 .
By (4.1), A = aI+X, B = bI+Y, C = cI+U, D = dI+V with stritly upper triangular
matries X, Y, U and V. Thus,
[A,B] = [aI +X, bI + Y ]
= [X, Y ]
= XY − Y X
= t1E1,3 + t2E1,4 + t3E2,4,
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for suitable t1, t2, t3 ∈ R. Similar alulations yield
[C,D] = q1E1,3 + q2E1,4 + q3E2,4,
for suitable q1, q2, q3 ∈ R.
Now, by (1.2),
[A,B][C,D] = (t1E1,3 + t2E1,4 + t3E2,4)(q1E1,3 + q2E1,4 + q3E2,4)
= 0.
We now gather some information about the number of zero diagonals above the prinipal
diagonal in a produt of stritly upper triangular matries. This information is helpful in
proving Theorem 52.
Lemma 47. Let R be an arbitrary ring with unity 1 and A = (ai,p), B = (bp,q) ∈ U
∗
n(R).
Suppose the prinipal diagonal and the jth diagonal above the prinipal diagonal of A and
B are zero for j = 1, ..., k − 1. Then the prinipal diagonal and the rst 2k − 1 diagonals
above the prinipal diagonal of AB = (αi,q) =
∑n
p=1 ai,pbp,q are zero for 2 ≤ k < 2k−1 ≤ n.
Proof. We need only show that the entries of the arbitrary mth diagonal above the prin-
ipal diagonal of AB are zero for k − 1 < m ≤ 2k − 1. We have ai,p = 0 whenever i > p
or |i− p| < k and bp,q = 0 whenever p > q or |p− q| < k. The entries of the mth diagonal





















0 · bp,i+m +
i+(k−1)∑
p=i+1
0 · bp,i+m +
i+(m−1)∑
p=i+k





We have bp,i+m = 0 for p = i+k, ..., i+(m−1) sine |p−(i+m)| = |i+t−(i+m)| = |t−m|
for t = k, . . . , m− 1, and
|t−m| = |k + x−m| = |k − (m− x)| < k
for t = k+x with x = 0, 1, . . . , m− (k+1). Or we an let t = m−x with x = 1, . . . , m−k
so that
|t−m| = |m− x−m| = | − x| = x < k.
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Remark 48. We note that if, in Lemma 47, 2k − 1 = n− 1, then AB is the zero matrix.
Let A1, A2, B1 and B2 be matries in U
∗
n(R). By Proposition 40, the prinipal diagonal
and the rst diagonal above the prinipal diagonal of [A1, B1] and [A2, B2] are zero. Thus,
it follows from Lemma 47 above (with k = 2) that the prinipal diagonal and the rst
three diagonals above the prinipal diagonal of [A1, B1][A2, B2] are zero. Thus, if n = 4
we have [A1, B1][A2, B2] = 0 (whih agrees with Proposition 46).
Now, let [A1, B1][A2, B2] = (ai,j) and [A3, B3] = (bj,k). Then the entries of the 4th diagonal


















0 · bp,i+4 +
i+3∑
p=i+1
























0 · bp,i+5 +
i+3∑
p=i+1





Thus if n = 5 or 6 we have [A1, B1][A2, B2][A3, B3] = 0. The entries of the 6th diagonal


















0 · bp,i+6 +
i+3∑
p=i+1
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The rst sum
∑i
p=1 0 · bp,i+6 is zero beause ai,p = 0 when i ≥ p, the seond sum∑i+3
p=i+1 0 · bp,i+6 is zero beause ai,p = 0 when |i− p| < 4 and the last sum
∑n
p=i+5 ai,p · 0
is zero beause bp,i+6 = 0 when p > i+ 6 or |p− (i+ 6)| < 2. Thus αi,i+6 = ai,i+4bi+4,i+6,
and sine we are dealing with a ring R with unity 1, by hoosing ai,i+4 = 1 = bi+4,i+6 we
see that αi,i+6 6= 0. This shows that for n ≥ 7, [A1, B1][A2, B2][A3, B3] 6= 0.
Proposition 49. Let R be an arbitrary ring with unity 1 and A = (ai,p), B = (bp,q) ∈
U∗n(R). Suppose the prinipal diagonal and the rst t diagonals above the prinipal diagonal
of A are zero and the prinipal diagonal and the rst s diagonals above the prinipal
diagonal of B are zero. Then the prinipal diagonal and the rst t+ s+1 diagonals above
the prinipal diagonal of AB are zero.
Proof. Without loss of generality, let t < s. Obviously, the prinipal diagonal and the
rst s diagonals above the prinipal diagonal of





are zero. We need only show that the entries of the arbitrary mth diagonal above the
prinipal diagonal of AB are zero for s < m ≤ t+ s+1. We have ai,p = 0 whenever i > p
or |i− p| < t + 1 and bp,q = 0 whenever p > q or |p− q| < s + 1. The entries of the mth





















0 · bp,i+m +
i+t∑
p=i+1
0 · bp,i+m +
i+m−1∑
p=i+t+1





(The reason why, bp,i+m = 0 in the third sum for p = i+ t + 1, ..., i+ (m− 1) is beause
|p− (i+m)| = |i+ u− i−m| = |u−m|
for u = t+ 1, . . . , m− 1, and
|u−m| = |m− x−m| = | − x| = x < s+ 1
for u = m− x with x = 1, . . . , m− (t+ 1).)
Remark 50.
(i) In Proposition 49, if t+ s+ 1 ≥ n− 1, then AB is the zero matrix.
(ii) Lemma 47 is a speial ase of Proposition 49 with t = s = k − 1.
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0 0 0 0 a b c
0 0 0 0 0 d e
0 0 0 0 0 0 f
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0





0 0 0 g h i j
0 0 0 0 k l m
0 0 0 0 0 p q
0 0 0 0 0 0 r
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0




with t + s+ 1 = 3 + 2 + 1 = 6 and


0 0 0 g h i j
0 0 0 0 k l m
0 0 0 0 0 p q
0 0 0 0 0 0 r
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0





0 0 0 0 a b c
0 0 0 0 0 d e
0 0 0 0 0 0 f
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0 0




with t + s+ 1 = 2 + 3 + 1 = 6.
We observe that the number of zero diagonals above the prinipal diagonal in a produt
of stritly upper triangular matries is always greater than the number of suh diagonals
in individual fators.
Theorem 52. Let R be a ommutative ring and Ai, Bi ∈ U
∗
n(R), i = 1, 2, . . . , k.
(i) The rst 2k − 1 diagonals above the prinipal diagonal of [A1, B1][A2, B2] . . . [Ak, Bk]
are zero diagonals.




n is even, and for k = 1
2
(n+ 1) when n is odd.
Proof. (i) Sine, by Proposition 40, the rst diagonal above the prinipal diagonal of a
matrix [Ai, Bi] is zero for all matries Ai, Bi ∈ U
∗
n(R), it follows from Proposition 49 that
(a) the rst 1 + 1 + 1 = 3 diagonals above the prinipal diagonal of [A1, B1][A2, B2] are
zero and
(b) the rst 3+1+1 = 5 diagonals above the prinipal diagonal of [A1, B1][A2, B2][A3, B3]
are zero.
Assume that the rst 2t− 1 diagonals above the prinipal diagonal of
[A1, B1][A2, B2] . . . [At, Bt]
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are zero. Now, by Proposition 49 above, the rst (2t− 1)+ 1+ 1 = 2(t+1)− 1 diagonals
above the prinipal diagonal of
[A1, B1][A2, B2] . . . [At, Bt][At+1, Bt+1]
are zero. Thus it follows, by indution, that the rst 2k− 1 diagonals above the prinipal
diagonal of [A1, B1][A2, B2] . . . [Ak, Bk] are zero (and diagonals 2k, 2k + 1, . . . , n − 1 are
not neessarily zero).
(ii) For an n × n matrix the number of diagonals above the prinipal diagonal is n − 1.
Hene, for matries Ai, Bi ∈ U
∗
n(R),
[A1, B1][A2, B2] . . . [Ak, Bk] = 0
implies 2k − 1 ≥ n− 1, i.e., 2k ≥ n. Thus the smallest k for whih the inequality 2k ≥ n
holds is k = 1
2
n when n is even and k = 1
2
(n + 1) when n is odd.




is even, and for k = 1
2
(n + 1) when n is odd.
Theorem 53. Let R be a ommutative ring and Ak, Bk ∈ U
∗
n(R) for k ∈ Z
+
. Then




Proof. Let Ak, Bk ∈ U
∗
n(R) suh that Ak = E2k−1,2k and Bk = E2k,2k+1. Then
[Ak, Bk] = AkBk − BkAk
= E2k−1,2kE2k,2k+1 − E2k,2k+1E2k−1,2k
= E2k−1,2k+1.
Thus, if j < 1
2
n, i.e., 2j + 1 ≤ n, we have
[A1, B1][A2, B2][A3, B3] . . . [Aj−1, Bj−1][Aj, Bj ]
= E1,3 · E3,5 ·E5,7 · · ·E2j−3,2j−1 · E2j−1,2j+1
= E1,2j+1
6= 0.
Remark 54. It follows from Theorems 52 (ii) and 53 that when R is ommutative, then
k = 1
2
n (if n is even) or k = 1
2
(n + 1) (if n odd) is the smallest value suh that
[A1, B1][A2, B2] . . . [Ak, Bk] = 0 for Ai, Bi ∈ U
∗
n(R).
The example below shows that if the ring R is not ommutative, then
(i) Proposition 46 does not neessarily hold, i.e., there are matries in U∗4 (R) for whih
the identity in Proposition 46 does not hold.
(ii) The ring U∗4 (R) does not neessarily satisfy the identity [[[X1, X2], X3], X4] = 0.
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Example 55. Let R be a nonommutative ring and I denote the identity in U∗4 (R). Then
[r, s] 6= 0 for some r, s ∈ R, and so for X = rI, Y = sE1,2, U = Z = E2,3, V = E3,4 in
U∗4 (R), we have
[X, Y ][U, V ] = [rI, sE1,2][E2,3, E3,4]
= ((rI)(sE1,2)− (sE1,2)(rI))(E2,3E3,4 − E3,4E2,3)
= (rs(IE1,2)− sr(E1,2I))(E2,4 − 0)






[[[X, Y ], Z], V ] = [[[r, s]E1,2, E2,3], E3,4]
= [[r, s]E1,3, E3,4]
= [r, s]E1,3E3,4 − [r, s]E3,4E1,3
= [r, s]E1,4
6= 0.
Remark 56. Suppose [r, s] 6= 0 for some r, s ∈ R and let Ak, Bk ∈ U
∗
n(R) suh that
Ak = E2k−1,2k and Bk = E2k,2k+1 for k = 1, . . . ,
1
2
n − 1 and Ak = Bk = I (I the identity
in U∗n(R)) for k =
1
2
n, (n is even). Then, for k = 1, . . . , 1
2
n− 1, we have
[Ak, Bk] = E2k−1,2k+1.
Thus,









= E1,3 · E3,5 · E5,7 · . . . · En−5,n−3 ·En−3,n−1 · [r, s]I
= E1,n−1 · [r, s]I
= [r, s]E1,n−1
6= 0,
showing that for a nonommutative ring R the ring U∗n(R) does not neessarily satisfy the




We note that if C ∈ U∗4 (R) is a stritly upper triangular matrix, then
(i) E2,4C = CE1,3 = 0,
(ii) CE2,4 = q1E1,4, for some q1 ∈ R,
(iii) E1,3C = q2E1,4 for some q2 ∈ R.
The items (i) - (iii) just mentioned above will be used in the proof of the following theorem
whih is similar to Theorem 36.
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Theorem 57. If S satises [x, y][u, v] = 0 and [[x, y], z] = 0 then U∗4 (S) does not satisfy





a b c d
0 a e f
0 0 a g
0 0 0 a

 and Y =


h i j k
0 h l m
0 0 h n
0 0 0 h


in U∗4 (S) we have
[X, Y ]




a b c d
0 a e f
0 0 a g





h i j k
0 h l m
0 0 h n





h i j k
0 h l m
0 0 h n





a b c d
0 a e f
0 0 a g






ah ai+ bh aj + bl + ch ak + bm+ cn + dh
0 ah al + eh am+ en+ fh
0 0 ah an+ gh






ha hb+ ia hc+ ie + ja hd+ if + jg + ka
0 ha he+ la hf + lg +ma
0 0 ha hg + na






[a, h] [a, i] + [b, h] [a, j] + [c, h] + bl − ie [a, k] + [d, h] + bm+ cn− if − jg
0 [a, h] [a, l] + [e, h] [a,m] + [f, h] + en− lg
0 0 [a, h] [a, n] + [g, h]






1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0





0 [a, i] + [b, h] [a, j] + [c, h] [a, k] + [d, h]
0 0 [a, l] + [e, h] [a,m] + [f, h]
0 0 0 [a, n] + [g, h]






0 0 bl − ie 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0





0 0 0 bm+ cn− if − jg
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0





0 0 0 0
0 0 0 en− lg
0 0 0 0




[X, Y ] = [a, h]I + C + αE1,3 + βE1,4 + ωE2,4, (4.5)
for suitable α, β, ω ∈ S, where C is a stritly upper triangular matrix whose entries are
in the subgroup [S, S] of S generated by all ommutators.
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Similarly,
[U, V ] = [a′, h′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3 + β
′E1,4 + ω
′E2,4
for some U, V ∈ U∗4 (S) and suitable α
′, β ′, ω′ ∈ S. Again, C ′ is a stritly upper triangular
matrix whose entries are in the subgroup [S, S] of S generated by all ommutators. By
hypothesis [[a, h], s] = 0 whih implies [a, h]s = s[a, h] for every s ∈ S. Thus, [a, h]I is
entral in U∗4 (S) and moreover also in M4(S). Now,
[[X, Y ], [U, V ]]
= [[a, h]I + C + αE1,3 + βE1,4 + ωE2,4, [a
′, h′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3 + β
′E1,4 + ω
′E2,4]
= [a, h]I([a′, h′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3 + β
′E1,4 + ω
′E2,4)
−([a′, h′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3 + β
′E1,4 + ω
′E2,4)[a, h]I
+(C + αE1,3 + βE1,4 + ωE2,4)([a
′, h′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3 + β
′E1,4 + ω
′E2,4)
−([a′, h′]I + C ′ + α′E1,3 + β
′E1,4 + ω
′E2,4)(C + αE1,3 + βE1,4 + ωE2,4)
= (C + αE1,3 + βE1,4 + ωE2,4)[a
′, h′]I − [a′, h′]I(C + αE1,3 + βE1,4 + ωE2,4)
+(C + αE1,3 + βE1,4 + ωE2,4)(C
′ + α′E1,3 + β
′E1,4 + ω
′E2,4)
−(C ′ + α′E1,3 + β
′E1,4 + ω
′E2,4)(C + αE1,3 + βE1,4 + ωE2,4)















′ − C ′E2,4ω − α
′E1,3C
= E1,3(αC
′ − α′C) + (Cω′ − C ′ω)E2,4
= tE1,4
6= 0 provided t 6= 0.
That is, U∗4 (S) does not satisfy [[X, Y ], [U, V ]] = 0 whenever S satises [x, y][u, v] = 0 and
[[x, y], z] = 0.
In the following example we show an instane where the value of t in the proof of Theorem
57 is not zero.
Example 58. Let R be a ommutative ring. By Propositions 33 and 34, the ring U∗3 (R)
satises the identities [[x, y], z] = 0 and [x, y][u, v] = 0, respetively. Sine U∗3 (R) is never
ommutative, there exist matries, say r and s in U∗3 (R) suh that [r, s] 6= 0. Now, for




3 (R)) we have
[X, Y ][U, V ] = [rI, sE1,2][E2,3, E3,4]
= ((rs− sr)E1,2)E2,4
= [r, s]E1,4
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and





[[X, Y ], [U, V ]] = [X, Y ][U, V ]− [U, V ][X, Y ]
= [r, s]E1,4,
that is,
[[X, Y ], [U, V ]] =


0 0 0 [r, s]
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .
Returning bak to the proof of Theorem 57, we nd that the value of t in the expression
tE1,4 is





0 0 0 α([a′, n′] + [g′, h′])− α′([a, n] + [g, h])
+([a, i] + [b, h])ω′ − ([a′, i′] + [b′, h′])ω
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0

 .




[[[X, Y ], [U, V ]],W ]
= [tE1,4, wI + P ]
= tE1,4(wI + P )− (wI + P )tE1,4
= twE1,4 + tE1,4P − wtE1,4 − PE1,4t
= twE1,4 − wtE1,4
= [t, w]E1,4
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(E1,4P = PE1,4 = 0 sine P is stritly upper triangular) and
[t, w] = [α[a′, n′] + α[g′, h′]− α′[a, n]− α′[g, h] + [a, i]ω′ + [b, h]ω′ − [a′, i′]ω − [b′, h′]ω,w]
= (α[a′, n′] + α[g′, h′]− α′[a, n]− α′[g, h] + [a, i]ω′ + [b, h]ω′ − [a′, i′]ω − [b′, h′]ω)w
−w(α[a′, n′] + α[g′, h′]− α′[a, n]− α′[g, h] + [a, i]ω′ + [b, h]ω′ − [a′, i′]ω − [b′, h′]ω)
= α[a′, n′]w − wα[a′, n′] + α[g′, h′]w − wα[g′, h′]− α′[a, n]w + wα′[a, n]− α′[g, h]w
+wα′[g, h] + [a, i]ω′w − w[a, i]ω′ + [b, h]ω′w − w[b, h]ω′ − [a′, i′]ωw + w[a′, i′]ω
−[b′, h′]ωw + w[b′, h′]ω
= [α[a′, n′], w] + [α[g′, h′], w]− [α′[a, n], w]− [α′[g, h], w] + [[a, i]ω′, w] + [[b, h]ω′, w]
−[[a′, i′]ω,w]− [[b′, h′]ω,w].
Thus,
[t, w] = [α[a′, n′], w] + [α[g′, h′], w]− [α′[a, n], w]− [α′[g, h], w] + [[a, i]ω′, w]
+[[b, h]ω′, w]− [[a′, i′]ω,w]− [[b′, h′]ω,w]. (4.6)
Using ommutator identity [AB,C] = A[B,C] + [A,C]B we nd that eah of the rst
four terms on the right of (4.6) is of the form
[r[x, y], s] = r[[x, y], s] + [r, s][x, y]
and eah the last four terms is of the form
[[x, y]r, s] = [x, y][r, s] + [[x, y], s]r.
Sine ring S in Theorem 57 satises the identities [x, y][u, v] = 0 and [[x, y], z] = 0
it follows that the eight terms on the right of (4.6) are all zero and hene [t, w] = 0.
Therefore [[[X, Y ], [U, V ]],W ] = 0.
Denition 59. A ring R is said to be Lie solvable of index 3 if it satises the identity
[[[x, y], [u, v]], [[w, z], [p, q]]] = 0.
We observe in this hapter that when a ring R is ommutative
(i) the algebra U∗n(R) is Lie nilpotent of index n− 1,
(ii) the algebras U∗3 (R) and U
∗
4 (R) satisfy the identity [x, y][w, z] = 0 (and hene [[x, y], [w, z]] = 0)
and when R is not ommutative Examples 35, 45 and 55 show that (i) and (ii) do not ne-
essarily hold. We also observe that whenever a ring S satises the identities [x, y][u, v] = 0
and [[x, y], z] = 0, then U∗3 (S) is Lie solvable of index 2 and U
∗
4 (S) satises the identity
[[[x, y], [u, v]], w] = 0 and it follows that U∗4 (S) is Lie solvable of index 3.
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Cayley-Hamilton Trae Identity for
2× 2 Matries
In this hapter we further disset the paper [8℄ by Meyer, et al. We disuss the Cayley-
Hamilton trae identity for 2 × 2 matries over a ring R with 1
2
∈ R that satisfy the
identity [[x, y], [x, z]] = 0. We also look at the result showing that for a ring ontaining 1
2
,
the identity [[x, y], [x, z]] = 0 implies [[x, y], [u, v]] = 0.
We will use the following ommutator identities throughout the text.
(i) [a,−a] = a(−a)− (−a)a = 0,
(ii) [a, b] = ab− ba = −(ba− ab) = −[b, a],
(iii) [a,−b] = a(−b)− (−b)a = −(ab− ba) = −[a, b], and similarly [−a, b] = −[a, b].
From identity (iii) it follows that
(iv) [−[a, b], [c, d]] = −[[a, b], [c, d]],
(v) −[−[a, b], 1
2
[c, d]] = 1
2
[[a, b], [c, d]].
5.1 Trae identities for 2× 2 matries
It is stated in Chapter 3 that the right hand side of (3.19) is not neessarily zero when the
underlying ring R is nonommutative. The following proposition whih an be onsidered
as a "real" 2 × 2 Cayley-Hamilton trae identity gives the right hand side of (3.19) as a
matrix with ommutator entries. Note that if R is ommutative, then the matrix on the
























(ii) tr(A2 − tr(A)A + 1
2
(tr2(A)− tr(A2))I) = 0.
45
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a11a11 + a12a21 a11a12 + a12a22
a21a11 + a22a21 a21a12 + a22a22
]
,
tr(A) = a11 + a22 and tr(A








a11a11 + a12a21 a11a12 + a12a22
a21a11 + a22a21 a21a12 + a22a22
]
















a11a11 + a12a21 a11a12 + a12a22




a11a11 + a22a11 a11a12 + a22a12












a11a11 + a12a21 − (a11a11 + a22a11) a11a12 + a12a22 − (a11a12 + a22a12)












a11a11 + a12a21 − a11a11 − a22a11 a11a12 + a12a22 − a11a12 − a22a12






(a11a22 + a22a11 − a12a21 − a21a12) 0
0 1
2




a12a21 − a22a11 a12a22 − a22a12






(a11a22 + a22a11 − a12a21 − a21a12) 0
0 1
2















a21a12 a12a22 − a22a12


















(a11a22 − a22a11) +
1
2
(a12a21 − a21a12) a12a22 − a22a12

























(ii) Clearly tr(A2 − tr(A)A+ 1
2
(tr2(A)− tr(A2))I) = 0.
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When the trae of a matrix is zero then the Cayley-Hamilton trae identity in Proposition

























By Proposition 60 (i),





















Now, suppose tr(B) = 0. Then tr(B) = b11 + b22 = 0 whih implies that b11 = −b22.
By ommutator identities (i) and (iii), it follows that
[b11, b22] = 0 (5.3)
and
[b12, b22] = −[b12, b11]. (5.4)


















∈ R, then tr(X − 1
2
tr(X)I) = 0 for every matrix X ∈M2(R).
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for all C ∈M2(R) with tr(C) = 0.






























c11c11 + c12c21 c11c12 + c12c22
c21c11 + c22c21 c21c12 + c22c22
]
,
















(c11c11 + c12c21 + c21c12 + c22c22) 0
0 1
2
(c11c11 + c12c21 + c21c12 + c22c22)
]
.
By Lemma 62 above tr(C2 − 1
2
tr(C2)I) = 0. Applying Corollary 61 to the matrix
B = C2 − 1
2
tr(C2)I with b11 =
1
2











































−[[c12, c11], [c21, c11]] [[c12, c11], [c12, c21]]
[[c21, c11], [c12, c21]] [[c12, c11], [c21, c11]]
]
. (5.7)
By ommutator identity (ii) we have [c12, c11] = −[c11, c12] and [c21, c11] = −[c11, c21].
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Thus substituting
[[c12, c11], [c21, c11]] = [−[c11, c12],−[c11, c21]]
= [[c11, c12], [c11, c21]]
and
[[c21, c11], [c12, c21]] = [[c21, c11],−[c21, c12]]























−[[c11, c12], [c11, c21]] [[c12, c11], [c12, c21]]
−[[c21, c11], [c21, c12]] [[c11, c12], [c11, c21]]
]
.
Sine R satises [[x, y], [x, z]] = 0, and eah entry of the above 2× 2 matrix is of the form





















∈ R and R satises the identity [[x, y], [x, z]] = 0. If C ∈M2(R)
with tr(C) = tr(C2) = tr(C4) = 0, then C4 = 0.

























































































where the last equality follows from tr(C2) = tr(C4) = 0.
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∈ R and R is a ring satisfying [[x, y], [x, z]] = 0, then for all


























































































tr(A) tr(A tr(A)A)I −
1
8















Proof. By Lemma 62, tr(A− 1
2
tr(A)I) = 0 and hene the hypotheses of Theorem 63 hold
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and so


































































































































whih is also an identity of degree 4 in A.
In summary, the Cayley-Hamilton trae identity for any matrix A ∈ M2(R) assumes
the expression in Proposition 60 (i) for an arbitrary ring R with 1
2
∈ R and redues to
the expression in Corollary 61 when the trae of the given matrix is zero. When R is
ommutative the right hand side of the expression in Proposition 60 beomes zero and
gives the identity (3.19) in Chapter 3.
5.2 Relationship between identities
In Chapter 4 and also in this hapter we dealt with partiular identities involving om-
mutators in respet of matries and entries of matries. So we nd it t to end this thesis
with a brief disussion on a relationship among some of suh identities. We assume R to
be nonommutative.
Suppose [[x, y], z] = 0 for all x, y, z ∈ R, then [x, y]z = z[x, y]. Now,
[x, y][x, z] = [x, y]xz − zx[x, y] = (x[x, y])z − z(x[x, y]) = [x[x, y], z].
But x[x, y] = xxy − xyx = [x, xy], so [x, y][x, z] = [[x, xy], z] = 0 and onsequently
[[x, y], [x, z]] = 0.
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We reall that a ring satisfying the identity [[x, y], [u, v]] = 0 is alled Lie solvable of
index 2. The next result shows that if a ring R, with 1
2
∈ R, satises the identity
[[x, y], [x, z]] = 0, then R satises the "seemingly stronger" identity [[x, y], [u, v]] = 0 (see
[8℄).
Proposition 66. Let R be a ring with 1
2
∈ R. If for all x, y, z, w ∈ R, [[x, y], [x, z]] = 0,
then [[x, y], [w, z]] = 0.
Proof. Set F (x, y, z, w) := [[x, z], [y, w]]− [[x, y], [z, w]]. Then
[[x+ w, y], [x+ w, z]]− [[x, y], [x, z]]− [[w, y], [w, z]]
= [([x, y] + [w, y]), ([x, z] + [w, z])]− [[x, y], [x, z]]− [[w, y], [w, z]]
= ([x, y] + [w, y])([x, z] + [w, z])− ([x, z] + [w, z])([x, y] + [w, y])− [[x, y], [x, z]]− [[w, y], [w, z]]
= [x, y][x, z] + [w, y][x, z] + [x, y][w, z] + [w, y][w, z]− [x, z][x, y]− [w, z][x, y]
−[w, z][w, y]− [x, z][w, y]− [[x, y], [x, z]]− [[w, y], [w, z]]
= [[x, y], [x, z]] + [[w, y], [x, z]] + [[x, y], [w, z]] + [[w, y], [w, z]]− [[x, y], [x, z]]− [[w, y], [w, z]]
= [[w, y], [x, z]] + [[x, y], [w, z]]
= −[[x, z],−[y, w]] + [[x, y],−[z, w]]
= −(−[[x, z], [y, w]]) + (−[[x, y], [z, w]])
= [[x, z], [y, w]]− [[x, y], [z, w]]
= F (x, y, z, w).
That is,
F (x, y, z, w) = [[x+ w, y], [x+ w, z]]− [[x, y], [x, z]]− [[w, y], [w, z]]. (5.8)
Now, using the denition of F we nd that
F (y, x, z, w) + F (x, y, w, z)
= [[y, z], [x, w]]− [[y, x], [z, w]] + [[x, w], [y, z]]− [[x, y], [w, z]]
= [[y, z], [x, w]]− [[y, x], [z, w]]− [[y, z], [x, w]]− [[x, y], [w, z]]
= −[[y, x], [z, w]]− [[x, y], [w, z]]
= −[−[x, y], [z, w]]− [[x, y],−[z, w]]
= −(−[[x, y], [z, w]])− (−[[x, y], [z, w]])
= 2[[x, y], [z, w]].
Thus
F (y, x, z, w) + F (x, y, w, z) = 2[[x, y], [z, w]]. (5.9)
From (5.8) we nd that
F (y, x, z, w) + F (x, y, w, z)
= [[y + w, x], [y + w, z]]− [[y, x], [y, z]]− [[w, x], [w, z]]
+[[x+ z, y], [x+ z, w]]− [[x, y], [x, w]]− [[z, y], [z, w]]. (5.10)
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Equating (5.9) and (5.10) gives
2[[x, y], [z, w]]
= [[y + w, x], [y + w, z]]− [[y, x], [y, z]]− [[w, x], [w, z]]
+[[x+ z, y], [x+ z, w]]− [[x, y], [x, w]]− [[z, y], [z, w]]. (5.11)
Assuming that [[x, y], [x, z]] = 0 for every x, y, z in the ring R yields that eah of the six
terms on the right hand side of (5.11) is zero, and so (5.11) beomes
2[[x, y], [z, w]] = 0
and thus




∈ R. Therefore [[x, y], [x, z]] = 0 implies [[x, y], [z, w]] = 0.
For a ringR ontaining 1
2
, the observation following Corollary 65 together with Proposition
66 gives the following order of impliation in respet of identities:
[[x, y], z] = 0⇒ [x, y][x, z] = 0⇔ [[x, y], [w, z]] = 0.
Thus, for a ring R with 1
2
∈ R, Lie nilpoteny of index 2 implies Lie solvability of index
2.
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